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We must speak for silence
would shame us, and the
rocks themselves would cry
out... You, O Lord Christ
Jesus, must be praised for
who You are in the world
You have made.

Absence of God

W

hat is the opposite of up? What is the opposite of East? We humans love to find
opposites. What is the opposite of God? The opposite of God is the absence of
God. That may seem like a strange statement at first, but let me give a couple of parallel
examples.
mind first. But, cold is not the opposite of
hat is the opposite of hot? Did you heat. Cold is the absence of hot. You can
say cold? That is what comes to make things hotter and hotter. The only

W

See Evil on page 4

From Order to Emergence - Part 3

W

Hello! The latest science is full of new
findings that show Jesus is Creator of
the universe, you and us. Thank you for
joining us in learning the Good News.
Photo by Wilson Bentley

e start part 3 with a quick review of order. Things are
placed in an order by organizing them. There are three
basic ways to organize. We fully explained these terms in the
previous articles. You can re-read them by downloading a
PDF of the newsletters from our web site.

See Order on page 2

Magnetic Fields

N

You will find technical
references for our articles at:

http://www.CryingRocks.org

Published Quarterly in Sedona, AZ by:

aturalists often complain that creationists do not have
any theories for things, we just complain that naturalism, particularly evolution, are not possible. As usual, they
assume you won’t go looking for creation theories so their
comments are simply uncritically accepted.

O

ne theory that has made many predictions is Russ Humphreys’ white hole cosmology. We don’t have room to See Magnetic on page 3

Hard Science vs Soft Science

H
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If you would like to further the cause of our Lord
Christ Jesus by supporting Crying Rocks Ministry, we
invite you to send a donation of any size. Please send
check or money order, not cash. All donations are
tax-deductible, will be acknowledged, and a year end
statement will be sent after the first
of each year. Thanks!

ard science is science that is described mathematically. Only chemistry and physics are hard science. For example, there is a mathematical formula to compute the
effect of gravity. We can calculate how fast soft tissue will break down after death of a
critter because it can be mathematically computed. Hard sciences make predictions so
they can be tested. Evolution and Intelligent Design are soft sciences. So is geology.
There are no hard and fast mathematical formulas to work with. Much of the work is
interpretation. When naturalists say that evolution is as solid a science as gravity, I
have two questions: What is the mathematical formula and give me one prediction of
the theory as to what will happen next. The naturalist is intellectually dishonest when
equating evolution with gravity.

Science News to Learn By...
Right and Wrong

Researchers have found that babies, just
six months old, have a sense of right and
wrong. At that age it has not been learned.
It cannot be explained by natural processes
because they are based on physics and
chemistry. Natural laws cannot make
decisions. The logical explanation is that

December 25th

we are born with a sense Wise Men
of right and wrong given Still Seek Him............
to us by a loving Creator.

Hair in Amber

Mammal hair has been
found in amber that is
supposedly 100 million

See News on page 3
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Order from page 1

he first two require an intelligent
agent because the result is a meth-

Order: Logical or comprehensible
arrangement of separate elements

Organized: methodical and efficient

in arrangement or function OR formed
into a structured or coherent whole

UnOrganized: not having or belonging to a structured whole

DisOrganized: lacking order or
methodical arrangement or function
odological arrangement or function. A
simple way to think of it is this: Choices
were made from more than one possibility. Only intelligence can make
choices from a list of possibilities. The
third is the result of deterministic natural law. Law means no choice. If there
was choice in natural law, there would be
no laws because there would be no consistency in results. Science could not be
done without laws being deterministic...
Lacking in choice.

or unorganized. A designed complexity
is irreducible. As the complexity is
analyzed, a point is reached where laws
of nature cannot explain what happened.
A choice was made. The analysis process
is stopped. There is only one way to
continue the analysis. The designer must
be consulted. The designer must explain
the choice that was made. Then the
analysis can continue.
f the designer is unavailable and the
designer left no specifications, then an
intelligent agent may be able to figure out
what the choice was because the choice
would have been logical, efficient and
comprehensible... The mark of intelligent
choice. If the designer was unorganized,
another intelligent agent may not be able
to continue the analysis because the
design is not a coherent whole.
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Specified Complexity

he mark of something that is
organized or unorganized is that the
complexity is designed. Choices were
made. Choices are specifications. They
have intent and purpose. There were
options, but the best option was chosen.
complexity made up entirely
of disorganized orders has
no specifications. No choices are
involved. The complexity is the result
of deterministic natural laws. The
molecules of water in the oceans did not
get there by choice. They had to follow
the law of gravity to get there.

A

Naturalists and Specified
Complexity

Naturalists often complain that
specified complexity is a ruse with
no scientific backing. This is false.
SETI, the Search for ExtraTerrestial
Intelligence, scans the skies all day,
every day. They are looking for a
simple organized signal (not even
complex, just ordered). The movie,
Contact, illustrates the order they
think would be ideal. Normally, all
their antennas pick up is random
static. The SETI scientists would be
excited if they received a series of
beeps that beeped out the prime
numbers between 0 and 100. If the
signal repeated, they would go wild!
Such a signal is specified. I would
agree with them that the source
was an intelligent agent. Yet they
look at the overwhelming complexity
and specificity of the language of
DNA and say it just appears to have
been designed. The naturalists are
intellectually dishonest in this matter.

probability is less than 10150 then it
might be naturally occurring. 10150 is

an arbitrary number which is much
larger than needed just to make sure
ast issue, we attempted a definition
there are no false positives. But,
of complexity. Complexity is the
again, it could give false negatives.
result of two or more orders working
The problem is how to calculate the
together to produce something entirely
probability of some items. That is
different from any of the orders taken
independently. An order consists of one
why this is a “soft” solution and not a
or more units of something.
Specified Complexity “Defined” hard solution.
rreducible Complexity
If an occurrence makes it through
pecified complexity is a soft science
(see front page). A scientist cannot
filters 1 and 2, it is designed.
ast issue, we talked about
come
up
with
a
hard
mathematical
irreducible complexity. There
ou and I and everyone else do
are two types of complexity. The first formula for specified complexity. But,
this all time without thinking
is a natural complexity. That is to say William Dembski has developed an about it being a defined filter. Here
that the complexity is the result of explanatory filter. There are three steps
are a few examples of the use of this
multiple disorders working together. The to the filter.
filter: copyright and patent offices
complexity is strictly the result of natural
Can an event be explained by a
laws working together. Such an order is
natural law. If yes, then assume it is identifying theft of intellectual
reducible. We can use natural laws to not designed. It could be designed so this property, forensic scientists place a
analyze the complexity and figure out would be a false negative, so the filter person at the scene of a crime with
how the complexity came to be.
might say something is natural when it no witnesses, scientists identify use
he second is a designed complexity. is really designed. The function of the of false data, scientists distinguish
A designed complexity can be filter is to not declare something that is random from nonrandom strings of
any combination of orders–organized, naturally occurring to be designed.
numbers, SETI determines if a signal
unorganized and disorganized. A
If it does not appear to be naturally from space was designed or naturally
designed complexity must have at least
occurring, what is the probability occurring.
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one element of order that is organized

2

that it is naturally occurring? If the

See Order on page 3
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magnetic field and those smaller fields.
Humphreys’ model once again is the
model that makes predictions and fits the
data. The field is losing strength FAST!

Magnetic from page 1

go into all the details. We are just going
to cover one aspect. That one aspect is
magnetic fields.

B

H

umphreys starts with the idea that
all matter was created in the form
of water and God then reorganized the
water atom parts to make all the other
elements in about the same ratios we see
today in the universe and on earth. Those
initial water atoms had their hydrogen
atoms aligned so they set up a magnetic
Illustration by Russ Humphreys
field like this:

I

mmediately after the conversion of the water,
the hydrogen atoms moved in random ways such that
the alignment was lost and the magnetic
field they had created collapsed. This
collapse, any electrical engineer can tell
you, would then induce a current in the
body, such as the earth. That current in
the earth (or planet or star) immediately
began to decrease due to the resistance
of the material of the planet.

B

ased on this idea, he made predictions of the magnetic fields of the
solar system. The naturalists have also
worked out how strong the magnetic
fields of the solar system should be
based on the nebular theory (part of the
big bang theory). The resulting predictions and results are on the chart at the
top of the next column:

S

Order from page 2

T

he first thing to notice is that Humphreys was correct in every prediction. The naturalists were incorrect, by
a factor of up to 100,000 times, in most
of their predictions. The second thing to
notice is the planet Mercury. Humphreys
accurately predicted the magnetic field
when it was first measured over 25 years
ago. More importantly, the magnetic
field was measured again 18 months
ago. Humphreys predicted that it would
be 5% weaker in just 25 years. Naturalists would expect no change in a mere 25
years. Humphreys was correct.

W

e won’t give details here, you can
“Google it,” but his cosmology
also explains what is called the Pioneer
anomaly.

N

ow let’s come down to earth. The
magnetic field of the earth is decreasing rapidly. It is 28% weaker today than it was 1000 years ago and 15%
weaker than it was just 180 years ago. It
is losing 50% of its strength every 1500
years. If you extrapolate back in time,
the magnetic filed can be no older than
20,000 years, absolute maximum.

T

here was a big

pecified complexity can be
discussion about
falsified. One only need reduce this in the professionan occurrence to laws of physics and al literature about 30
years ago. A naturalchemistry.

D

NA is the most complex occurrence
ever detected by humans. It is a
complex language (it has characters and
syntax) which has intent and purpose.
The probability of occurring naturally
has been estimated as low as 1 in 104000,
but many think the probability is more
like 1 in 1040,000. Life is irreducibly
complex. The laws of physics and
chemistry cannot account for DNA,
only an intelligent agent (infinitely more
intelligent than a human) could design
something this complex. Part 4 will be in
the next issue. CRM

ut Humphreys isn’t done. The next
area or the earth’s magnetic field
to be explored is on the bottom of the
Atlantic Ocean. To simplify, there are
north-south stripes of magnetic lava on
the ocean floor. Naturalists believe that
magnetic reversals occur about every
200,000 years. They assume the ocean
plates have always moved at the current
rate of about 1” per year. Measure how
wide the strips are in inches and you
have about the number of years to make
the strip.

B

Illustration by Russ Humphreys

ut there is a problem. As you can
see in the illustration above, within
the stripes are chucks of material that are
magnetically reversed compared to the
strip. These clumps of reversed material are more dense than the rest of the
strip material. It took them a little longer
to cool and lock in the magnetic orientation. Humphreys did the calculations
and found that it would take about 3 to 7
days longer for the clumps to cool. This
means that each stripe represents just 3
to 7 days, not 200,000 years. The spread
of the ocean floor occurred at many feet
per second, not 1” per year.

E

ist argued that the energy was creating
smaller fields, but the total energy remains the same. Humphreys agreed the
smaller fields were being created, but
much of the total energy was being lost.
Finally, an effort was made to map the

verywhere we look in the universe
we find magnetism. In every case it
suggests that the Bible is accurate in describing Noah’s Flood and that the universe, you and I were created just 6000
years ago by God in the person of Jesus,
His Christ. CRM

years old. The hair is exactly like
mammal hair we find today. As happens
every time we find something that has
been fossilized and its modern example,
there is no difference. From cockroaches
to hair... No change over millions of
years. The naturalist would say that

See News on page 4

Illustration by Russ Humphreys

News from page 1

natural selection kept the good stuff
steady. The problem is that the mutation
rates are so high that change must happen
over time. Selection cannot select out all
the changes that will occur. Most will
get through and they will be random and
there will be change. Theory once again

4

us how incredibly amazing His love is
way to make something colder is to re- by sacrificing Himself in the person of
move heat. Once you remove all the Jesus for us. The only person ever born
heat, it cannot get any colder. But, theo- who never sinned was condemned for us
retically, there is no limit to how hot you and redeemed us, that is to say that He
paid the cost of our deliverance from the
can make something.
penalty of sin.
ow about the opposite of light?
ow about hell? Hell is, by definiMost of us would think it is dark.
tion, the absence of God. Hell is
But again, dark is actually the absence
of light. You cannot add more darkness therefore synonymous with evil. Hell
to darkness. You can only remove light will be an evil place.
to make something darker. Once you res we have mentioned in a recent ismove all the light, it can get no darker.
sue, love requires liberty, so God
But, you can make more and more light. does not require us to love Him back.
hat would you first think of as an Each of us has the option of turning away
opposite to God? The devil? The from God. But He is faithful to continue
devil is no comparison to God in any re- to love us.
spect. The devil is inadequate to be the
ight now every person alive is living
opposite of God.
under what is known as prevenient
grace.
Prevenient grace is why cultures
ow about evil? Is that the opposite
of God? It makes sense. God is throughout the word recognize that one
love. The opposite of love must be evil. should not lie, steal, murder or commit
No. Evil is the absence of love which is other crimes against their fellow humans.
equal to being the absence of God. God You can hate God with all your might,
is the source of all love. He has shown but He will watch over you with His prevenient grace, keeping civilization civi-

Evil continued from p. 1
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News from page 3

does not reflect reality.

Complexity in the Cell

Even we are guilty of sometimes using
the phrase simple cell. There is no such
thing. The author of an article in Nature,
1 April 2010 states: Now, we appreciate
that the signaling information in cells
is organized through networks of
information rather than simple discrete

pathways. It’s infinitely more complex.
Only infinite God can make complexity
at this level. Natural laws simply cannot.

Laetoli Footprints “Normal”

Our supposed 3.6 million year old
ancestor known as Lucy walked across
some mud in Africa and left footprints.
Lucy was assumed to have walked like
a chimpanzee, a crouching position

lized for our sake.

O

nce we die, our decision to love or
reject God is cemented. He agrees
to our desire. In the end, our desire
comes down to this: We either have said,
“Thy will be done,” or “I want my will
to be done.” Because of perfect love and
liberty, God agrees to our final desire.

F

or those who reject God, this life is
as good as it gets. After death, those
who have rejected God finally get their
desire. All grace, including prevenient
grace, is withdrawn at your request. The
old saying, be careful what you ask for
suddenly becomes wise counsel applied
too late to be of use. Your gift for graduating from this life is that you get exactly
what you asked for.

F

or those who desire God’s will, we
bask in the perfect personal love of
God. A look back at this life will be like
a look back at a sampling of hell... But
only a diluted sample.

M

ay God’s will be done through Jesus, His perfect gift to us. CRM

with knees and hips bent. Researchers
at University of Arizona filmed
modern humans walking normally
and compared their footprints with the
Laetoli footprints. To their total shock,
the Laetoli footprints were made by a
human that walks just like we do today.
Naturalists are always surprised when
their assumptions are falsified by reality
- such as Jesus is our Creator. CRM

THE POINT:
We so often hear that our country is not founded on Christian ideals. The reason, it is said, is because our founding fathers were not Christians.
Thomas Jefferson is pointed out as being a deist. The claim is that most were deists, not Christians. We can never know who was truly born again
and who was not. But, that Christian ideals are the foundation of our country is blatantly obvious. We hereby offer quotes to this point:

QUOTE:
And can the liberties of a nation be thought secure when we have removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the minds
of the people that these liberties are a gift of God? That they are not to be violated but with His wrath? Indeed I tremble for
my country when I reflect that God is just; that His justice cannot sleep forever. Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) 3rd President
(Deists believe there is a creating supreme being who does not intervene in human affairs or suspend the natural laws of the universe)
ANOTHER POINT:
Here is the preamble to the Arizona State Constitution: We the people of the State of Arizona, grateful to Almighty God for our
liberties, do ordain this Constitution. EVERY state in the United States has a preamble or statement at the beginning of their constitution
that states something similar. Many have much stronger statements. The last state, Hawaii (1959) says this: Preamble. We, the people of
Hawaii, Grateful for Divine Guidance establish this Constitution. We were founded under God, a Christian Nation.
For nothing is hidden that shall not become evident, nor anything secret that shall not be known and come to light.

Jesus Christ - Luke 8:17

